
ANGUS SOMMERVILLE FLETCHER.     Letters to his brother Robert, 1903.  They are in the JPF Papers. 
 
 
The following typescript of  Angus' letters allows easier reading than from the .jpg  scans of the originals, 
 (which can be found in the site catalogue). This version does not reproduce the format of the originals,  
although in most other ways a slight attempt has been made to keep reasonably close to the original, although 
 there are some inconsistencies,  mostly in regard to Angus' intercheangeable use of  the dash and the full stop.  
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Rondebosch   Friday 30th Jany 1903 
 
Dear Rob 
  I am sitting down to write, feeling as though my heart was nearer my feet than its usual place. 
The exam lists came out yesterday and sad to relate, my name was conspicuour by its absence. 
It is a cruel fact - and although it would not be difficult to find excuses, or to find the reason why - I shall not do so - 
as I know that excuses are worthless, [pp2]and reasons for a failure, are more worthy of ridicule than anything alse. 
 I know this - that it will not be without its good effect, and I know that I will realize the necessity for hard 
and solid work, more than I have done in the passed.  
 Mr Godlonton was very angry with us both and gave us a good blowing up, of which I am also glad,  
although at the time it was unpleasant; a rowing reminds me of father - and always [pp3] has a salutary effect. 
 As 67 out of 90 of the candidates failed - it is more than probable that they will hold another exam in 
 June, and this will be very convenient . Even if this should not be the case - I have still another eighteen months 
 before I can be admitted so that my "crime" will not have any terrible effect. 
 I forgot whether I told you that Mr Benjamin, our professor, advised me not to go in [?] this year, 
 but [pp4] unfortunatey his advice came too late . However - I am not sorry - it will make me work better this year & 
 I shall probably be the better for it. Of course it is a "bad mark", but then - life is for three score years and ten after 
 all - Well now is your opportunity to write me the long promised paternal letter - not one "grouse" from beginning  
to end, but with lots of sound advice and such other matters "a la Polonius" -  It will be practice for the time when  
your own kiddies need it - which I hope may never be necessary, &  finally - remember that I am a human being 
 Goodbye & don't be angry  Yrs  Jinks 
 
==================== 
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Dear Rob 
 I got your note today, and am sending by this post the manifold book & carbon as required I got a 
 duplicate book because you did not specify & too much is better then too little, also the diagram forms which will  
be all right I hope - And as you didnt [ underlined] enclose the sample of papers, I sent a pad [?] as being at least 
 useful & not ruinous - 
 There is not very much news - Isabel seems in the dumps at not getting better, althought the Dr says she 
 is improving - No further letters from Anne, but tomorrow's mail may bring some - 
 Isabel & Dick want me to spend a week or so with them next month, offering to pay half my expenses - 
 calculated on a 1st class basis & I am thinking if I went 2nd it might be possible - I should love to go - &  
[Mother?/Mater?/?] would let me - What do  you think? 
 No more time   Yrs Jinks 
 ============= 
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Rondebosch   14/4/'03 
 
[torn]  Rob 
 Just a line to let you know that your a/c at [torn  S? R? ] Mo[?]is & Co. amounts to L[pounds stirling] 
 made up as [torn = follows?]  Mounted drawing paper               18/- 
   tracing cloth  6/- 
   1 pad letter paper  ?/- 
   1 pad papers  8/- 
   manifold book  3/- 
   printed diagrams  L 1. [torn] 
   postages   10/- 



      -------------------------- 
      3. 2. [torn] 
 
 This you can either make payable to me or to "Syfret Godlonton & Low" - as it went through the firms a/c -  
Although if it makes no difference to you the 1st would be easier as [torn] change of bookkeeping would require 
 explan[torn]  I have got the enclosed from Murray [torn] is the last I have had from Annie - [torn] I am sorry to say  
Isabel is unwel[torn] and my leave cannot be allowed for [another, torn ] month or so. 
 Why dont you write to me  [torn] must have lots of spare time - 
   Yrs   Jinks 
 
============= 
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Rondebosch.    8th May 1903 
 
Dear Rob.  
 I got your letter asking for de Wet's book[*] in Dutch and I promptly went to Juta's to get it; I found  
however that it was sold out and not obtainable in Town, so I put down my name for the next batch that were to 
 have  come this week. Jutas had something like too hundred and fifty orders for it. I know the man at Jutas pretty  
well, and he showed me a new book, by Hofmeyr[*] - also published in Dutch and which he (a ???chman) [?] said  
was very good, but had only just been allowed to to be sold out here. - He also shewed me Miss Hobhouse's book 
 & Botha's book. - As a consolation, I told him to send you Hofmeyr's Book, which I hope you will enjoy - it is not 
 an  expensive book as you will see - I had no idea you were a scholar in Dutch. 
 Dear "Reggie"[*] has just passed through here on the way to the golden city - He has nothing definite to 
 do there, but has lots of "letters", and some "agencies" to fall back on. - He will probably need them, as he is very  
weak in the legs, and totters like an infant - He is not the same [new page] "Major" that came down from the front. 
 But I think a little hard work in  the veld would do him a lot of good. I laughed, not a little, while he was here - We 
 used  to go out for tea every afternoon - and I would sit and enjoy listening to him talk - 
 Your absentmindedness is very inconvenient, and you have never sent the cheque for those things [*] I 
 got  for you I am anxious to recover my "disbursements" in the postage line - 
 Mrs Stoley [Sloley?] passed through here a day or two ago - she was on her way to England, for a change 
-  
Jean was well she said [*], but very disappointed at not having seen you at Bloemfontein that time and still more  
disappointed at your never  writing to her - You have lots of time, and I am sure five minutes is not much of it - and 
on 
 the whole, as I have said before you ought to be ashamed of yourself - There is no reason why a sister should not 
be 
 treated with the same politeness as anyone else. 
And it is decidedly rude to say the least of it, not to reply to a letter of such a kind. - 
 Have you read "Between Ourselves" - Max O'Rell -? If not -  read it at once. 
 Goodbye 
  Ys Jinks 
Notes: 
 
[*]    C.R.  de Wet    "Three Years War   Oct 1899 - June 1902"    
[*] [ A.?] Hofmeyer "The Story of My Captivity During the Transvaal War  1899-1900"{?}   
 
[*] "Reggie"   It  seems unlikely that this was Reggie, Angus' nephew, son of Archie.  Might Archie not  
 also have been called or nicknamed "Reggie". It would be expected that Angus would give some news 
  of his brother. Presumably the front referred to is the Boer War, ended the year before. I [NF] remember  
 a story of Peter's about one of the uncles  having been one of the few survivors of a battle. Largely by 
 keeping  his head down. I thought it was Tom, but it could just as likely have been Archie. I knew Tom.  
 But Archie was  
 merely a vague name then, and so I would have more likely  thought the story was about Tom. 
 
[*] Max O'Rell = Leon Paul Blouet 
============ 
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Rondebosch  17/6[?]/03 



 
Dear Rob 
 I have forgotten whether I have yet acknowledged your cheque, so am making sure - 
 De Wet's books have not yet arrived, and if you still require a copy, let me know in time to cancel the  
order - 
 What do think of the other book? Is it sufficiently anti British for your taste? or is it the opposite - a lie -? -  
 I should think the "solitude of the desert"[*] would be very conducive to letter writing, but judging by 
 the brevity of yours, you must be in as much of a hurry as we are in town - 
 With the winter has a returned an old cough, and they say it is usual after whooping cough - It has been 
 pretty bad, but is improving now thank goodness - 
 I have been reading an interesting letter from Father Melville [?], about [?hale??] T[h?]omas. - I must try  
and find out more about him, he must have been interesting. I am enclosing a letter from Ken [?] to Murray, which  
she has  sent to me - It may interest you - but you are such a callow individual 
 Goodbye     yrs AngusF 
 
[*] Solitude of the desert. This remark, taken with the  reference in the letter Pat_RA that RA was in Ookiep,  
in the  Namaqualand  semi-desert not far  from Springbok and Keerom, suggests RA might have been there for 
some  
months, and even that the list of survey office material requested by RA might have come from Namaqualand and 
not  
Bulawayo. Angus's  remarks about no further letters from Anne also suggests RA is not at home. 
============== 
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[Single page. Undated. It refers to the payment for survey office material requested by RA, and sent by Angus. 
It is possible RA was not in Byo, and maybe in Ookiep??] 
 
This fact, supported by my own financial position being "shaky", produced the only alternative of getting them  
through  the firm - It made no difference, and the cheque was paid in, and Mr Milne saw that it was settled all right. 
 I forgot to send you a letter of K[?]en's, the last time I wrote - I enclose it now. 
 When is your sublime visage to be seen again in these parts? 
 Did I tell you that I was taking private lessons in law? A few of us have arranged a small private class 
 with one  of  the junior juniors[?] who "as most young barristers are, an impecunious party" 
 Last night I went to see the School children act "Alice in Wonderland" - Considering everything it was 
 very  good. 
 Today is Sunday - And from early morning till now - midday - it has been continuously raining [*] - a  
steady  downpour - Elliott Stanford has been  spending the month with us -  He is very melancholy, having just been 
 turned out of College 1st, and is playing for 2nd - 
 I think I told you that Robin Thompson died a week ago, from typhoid - did I not? I dont think you ever 
 met him, he was a fine looking, big, strong chap - 18 years old, and lived next door - I have come to a stop.  
Goodbye     yrs  Jinks 
 
 
[*] Raining. So quite probably in winter; = June 
 
============ 
 
Jinks had three sisters. There must be photos somewhere.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ========================= 


